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For millennia, humans have woven assertions
of God’s influence into their histories. Accounts
of God’s guiding hand and abiding presence in
the Old and New Testaments established a prece-
dent and model for subsequent historical work in
the Western world. Indeed, providential history,
in which writers worked from the assumption
that a sovereign God governs human affairs, be-
came the dominant form of historical interpreta-
tion from the time of Augustine, a Christian fa-
ther and Bishop of Hippo in the fifth century,
through the seventeenth century, when the
French historian and theologian Jacques-Benigne
Bossuet wrote his Discourse on Universal History,
a history from the Creation to the time of the
Holy Roman Empire. On a smaller scale but with
a similar emphasis upon the sacred, Bossuet’s
contemporary, the American minister Cotton
Mather, recounted the history of Puritan colo-
nization and evangelism in New England in
Magnalia Christi Americana (“The Great Achieve-

ments of Christ in America”). Many providential
histories placed the world on a timeline consist-
ing of seven dispensations beginning with the
Creation and ending with the Last Judgment,
with Christ’s birth marking the central point.
These ecclesiastical narratives, reflecting the in-
fluence of Augustine, who had distinguished be-
tween spiritual history and secular develop-
ments and had given primacy to the spiritual,
figured prominently in many histories as illus-
trations of spiritual progress. But changes were
in the offing: from the sixteenth through the
eighteenth centuries, developments including
textual criticism by humanists, new geographical
discoveries, the Protestant Reformation, and new
scientific knowledge prepared the way for more
secular approaches to world history.1

This chapter briefly surveys the general al-
beit uneven decline of providential history, begin-
ning with the criticisms of Enlightenment thinkers
and culminating in the virtual disappearance of
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providential history in the Western world by
1900. It then traces in greater detail a revival of
interest on the part of historians in writing both
providential history and history informed by
Christian faith. This revival began in earnest in
the 1940s and persisted in various forms over the
balance of the century. While the number of
scholars involved in writing providential history
and Christian history has been relatively small,
the professional debates surrounding their ef-
forts are portentous for Latter-day Saints; they
show that Christian historians who have sin-
cerely sought to relate their faith in God to their
scholarship without compromising either have
encountered immense challenges. Some histori-
ans have boldly incorporated discussions of God
and divine design within their work, but others
have cautioned that the most a Christian histo-
rian can responsibly do is to judge human ac-
tions according to biblically based morality.
Without modern revelation, the obstacles to writ-
ing providential history, even for those who are
convinced that God is integrally involved in hu-
man affairs, are generally overwhelming. 

DECLINE OF PROVIDENTIAL
INTERPRETATIONS

Many factors hastened the decline of provi-
dential history in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries. Enlightenment thinkers in the eigh-
teenth century delivered some of the most direct
and devastating blows to providential historical
writing. They pointed out that providential inter-
pretations such as the notion that kings ruled by
divine right had been used by church and state to
bolster authority, deflect criticism, and justify
tyranny. Voltaire mocked Biblical writers and
Christian historians for their emphasis upon the
supernatural and miracles to the exclusion of rig-
orous naturalistic analysis, their preoccupation
with “‘that miserable little people,’ the Jews,”
their neglect of civilizations outside the Judeo-
Christian tradition, and their use of history to at-
tack rival churches.2 Attributing human error to

a lack of education or to societal defects, many
Enlightenment philosophers venerated human
reason and progress in lieu of the God of the
Bible. Many of these thinkers were curious opti-
mists, observed Carl Becker; “they denied that
miracles ever happened, but believed in the per-
fectability of the human race.”3 The transforma-
tion wrought by the Enlightenment was swift. As
Ernest Breisach has observed, in European his-
torical work written in the 1700s, “direct divine
intervention was relegated to rare occasions, Di-
vine Providence was reduced to a vague con-
cept,” and the traditional timeline of Christian
historiography running from Creation to Judg-
ment was replaced with a new subdivision of
history into ancient, medieval, and modern eras.4

While Deists in the 1700s retained a belief in
God, they reasoned that He governed from a dis-
tance through natural laws rather than through
special providences or direct intervention. Along
with nonbelievers, they identified a secularized,
humanized vision of Providence—progress,
guided by human reason, freedom, and innova-
tion—as the driving engine of history. As Ernest
Breisach has observed, this interpretation was
“proposed, debated, and praised in many
works” until it became “a broadly shared expec-
tation.”5 The celebration of progress reached its
apex in Antoine-Nicolas de Condorcet’s Sketch for
a Historical Picture of the Progress of the Human
Mind (1795). It continued, though, into the Roman-
tic Era, influencing such luminaries as Thomas
Macaulay, whose History of England from the Ac-
cession of James II (1848–61) took England by
storm. In an 1835 essay, for instance, Macaulay
wrote, “The history of England is emphatically
the history of progress. It is the history of a con-
stant movement of the public mind, of a constant
change in the institutions of a great society.”6

Despite the impact of the Enlightenment,
providential history revived in the 1800s as En-
lightenment ideas temporarily fell from favor. In
England, the Enlightenment philosophers, in-
cluding Voltaire and Rousseau, were “read little”
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and “studied little” between the defeat of
Napoleon at Waterloo in 1815 and the 1860s.7 In
France, providential interpretations undergirded
the work of Catholic historians, including
François René de Chateaubriand and François
Guizot.8 The latter wrote in his History of Civiliza-
tion in Europe that man “bears within him some-
thing extrinsic—something superior to his exis-
tence on earth”—and that social progress and
“the regeneration of the moral man” resulted
from Providence working through Christianity.9

Leopold von Ranke, a professor at the University
of Berlin, trained scores of budding professional
historians to conduct archival research and con-
cern themselves primarily with war, diplomacy,
and politics. Remembered by his students as the
“father of historical science,” Ranke believed that
nation-states had evolved to achieve God’s will,
and he urged historians to write about “the life of
the individual, of generations, or nations, and at
times the hand of God above them.”10 Providen-
tial history was even more prominent and pro-
nounced in the United States, persisting through
the end of the nineteenth century in popular
work. American historians such as George Ban-
croft, the nation’s most widely read and influen-
tial historian in the late nineteenth century,
blended a belief in progress and in Divine Provi-
dence, attributing American history to both
forces. Bancroft interpreted the progress of the
American colonies toward independence as “the
change which Divine Wisdom ordained.”11 The
vision of the American nation as a divinely des-
tined force for virtue and progress was so central
to Americans’ vision of themselves and of their
past that historian Conrad Cherry has called it “the
essence of America’s motivating mythology.”12

Despite a resurgence of providential asser-
tions in the nineteenth century, they were timid
compared to those of medieval writers and they
coexisted, particularly in Europe, with secular
approaches. For instance, Ranke and his disci-
ples generally offered material rather than spiri-
tual explanations for historical change, focusing

upon natural forces, including geography, eco-
nomics, and psychology, that seemed to have
shaped history. In this context, watered down
providential theories were readily replaced in
Europe by secular interpretations in the final
decades of the nineteenth century. Industrializa-
tion, materialism, class conflict, higher criticism
of the Bible, and the Darwinian theory of evolu-
tion, as popularly understood, combined to re-
duce faith, fuel skepticism about miracles and
the supernatural, and discredit assertions about
God’s role in history. Even the most fundamental,
biblically grounded instances of divine interven-
tion in traditional Christian histories were ques-
tioned: higher critics and archaeologists reck-
lessly flayed the Old Testament, dismissing its
record of the tribes of Israel as historically unre-
liable, while the French philologist and Hebraist
Ernest Renan questioned Jesus’s divinity in his
widely read Life of Jesus. Evolutionary theory
suggested alternatives to the Biblical account of
creation and invited religious people to rethink
their perceptions of God as “an old and kindly
gentleman”13 who rested on the seventh day. As
Owen Chadwick has observed, evolutionary the-
ory suggested an alternative to the providential
history of the Creation in Genesis and thereby
jeopardized one of “the last places of a special in-
tervention by a creating, acting, living God.”14

Quick to dispense with Providence, many
historians at the turn of the century possessed an
abiding faith in the order and predictability of
the physical and social world. Influenced in part
by Charles Darwin’s theory of evolution, which
many equated with progress, many of this first
generation of professional social scientists
looked for general laws that could explain hu-
man progression and cultural development.15

For instance, the founder of anthropogeography,
Friedrich Ratzel, asserted a deterministic, in-
evitable relationship between environment and
culture, arguing that “lands, no matter how dis-
tant from one another they may be, whenever
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their climates are similar, are destined to be
scenes of analogous historical developments.”16

Historians were also influenced by the dis-
illusionment and despair engendered by the First
World War, scientific advances including Albert
Einstein’s theory of relativity, and the relativistic
approaches of anthropologists in cultural stud-
ies. Beginning in the 1920s, historians applied
relativity to their own field, emphasizing flux
and chaos rather than any order rooted in divine
oversight or natural law. Writing in the 1930s,
historian Carl Becker, an ardent proponent of
historical relativity, caricatured the nineteenth
century’s search for historical order premised
upon natural law, cleverly describing how “the
Bible says, and the Middle Ages agreed, that man
cannot add a cubit to his stature by taking
thought; the eighteenth century insisted that he
could; the nineteenth maintained that cubits
would be added to his stature whether he took
thought or not.”17

Still, the belief in historical regularity and
order persisted among laymen, particularly in
the United States. Indeed, Americans liked to
think in terms of turning points in history, spec-
ulated Oscar Handlin, because turning points re-
duced “the inexplicable and cataclysmic . . . to
one incident,” leaving “the rest of history subject
to the regularity of law. ”18 In Chance or Destiny:
Turning Points in American History, Handlin
sought to beat down these persistent beliefs by
discussing eight pivotal occurrences in American
history, including the Louisiana Purchase and
the sinking of the Lusitania, raising serious ques-
tions about “the nature of such turning points
and their places in history.”19 His conclusions left
little room for God or natural law. He sought to
demonstrate that “chance played a role in his-
tory” and that “we are ourselves the products of
a series of accidents.” Handlin acknowledged
that institutions and forces influenced history,
too, as did individuals who seized unexpected
opportunities, but the opportunities themselves
arose from “the momentary convergence of a

myriad of factors, personal and social” that were
“the products of altogether separate chains of
causes and effects.”20

RESURGENCE OF PROVIDENTIAL THEMES
AND CHRISTIAN SCHOLARSHIP

Whereas many historians joined Handlin
and Becker in scorning absolutes and embracing
relativism and chance, others, particularly in Eu-
rope, rejected the relativists’ claim that order and
patterns did not exist. For instance, Oswald
Spengler and Arnold Toynbee looked for com-
mon developmental patterns in the histories of
cultures. The influential Annales school in France
addressed fundamental structural continuities in
environment and in climate over the long dura-
tion of human history, while Marxist historians
identified recurring patterns of class struggle.21

Other historians in the 1930s, ’40s, and ’50s re-
sponded to the cataclysmic developments of
their era by anchoring their interpretations of
history in Christian conceptions of good and evil,
Providence and agency. Although relatively few
historians participated in this development, C. T.
McIntire characterized this surge of interest in
providential history in the middle decades of the
twentieth century as “a major [intellectual]
movement.”22 Beginning in the 1930s, some Eu-
ropean philosophers and theologians, including
Nikolai Berdyaev, Paul Tillich, H. G. Wood, and
John MacMurray, eloquently pled for a reap-
praisal of God’s role in history. Following the
Second World War, the Holocaust, and the onset
of the Cold War with its attendant fears of Com-
munism, the American theologian Reinhold
Neibuhr and two historians in Britain, Christo-
pher Dawson and Herbert Butterfield, published
seminal work on the subject of God and religion
in history. They advanced providential history
while at the same time attempting to give human
nature, agency, and the physical world their
due.23 Butterfield, the subject of a subsequent
chapter in this volume, rejected the Deist view of
“an absentee God leaving man at the mercy of
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chance in a universe, blind, stark, and bleak.” He
insisted instead that history was meaningful and
“eschatological” in its revelations of God and in
its unfolding of the “real conflict between good
and evil.”24 Dawson championed the Christian
view of history, with its “belief in the interven-
tion by God in the life of mankind by direct ac-
tion at certain definite points in time and place.”
He wrote that divine intervention was most ap-
parent in the life and mission of Jesus but that it
also occurred in “the providential preparation of
mankind for the Incarnation,” “the life of the
Christian Church,” and the future events con-
nected with “the final establishment of the King-
dom of God when the harvest of this world is
reaped.”25 Rather than identifying specific events
with Providence, Dawson’s chief objective was to
demonstrate the centrality of religion, broadly
defined, to culture, and to chart Western society’s
departure from its Christian foundations be-
tween the Middle Ages, when “the relatively
poverty stricken peoples of medieval Europe
erected vast cathedrals and abbeys” as reflections
of their faith, and the modern era, when “we
build temples greater than the Egyptian pyra-
mids or the Gothic cathedrals . . . dedicated to
toothpaste or chewing gum.”26

Dawson’s and Butterfield’s work gained an
audience in the United States among profes-
sional historians, and Dawson eventually held a
chair in Catholic studies at Harvard, but among
historians in the United States in the postwar era,
it was Kenneth Latourette in his 1948 presiden-
tial address before the American Historical Asso-
ciation who most prominently promoted the
providential approach to history. Latourette, a
professor of missions and Oriental history at Yale
University and a devout Baptist, summarized the
Christian view of history for his colleagues:
“Christians believe that God is the creator of the
universe and rules throughout all its vast
reaches. . . . This means . . . that all of reality is
one and under the control of God, and that the
human drama is part and parcel of the far larger

unity of God’s creation. Ultimately and in His
own way, so the Christian view maintains, God is
sovereign in the affairs of men.”27 Latourette at-
tributed “most of man’s misery and frustration”
to poor choices or abuse of freedom and believed
that “ultimately God will triumph. History moves
toward a culmination. Whether within or beyond
time God’s will is to be accomplished and His full
sovereignty will be seen to have prevailed.”28

Short of that day, how might the historian
glimpse God’s hand in history? For Latourette as
for Augustine, the historian who would “under-
stand history as God sees it . . . must focus his at-
tention upon events which he would normally
ignore.”29 Christ, for instance, did not seek an
earthly kingdom and avoided politics. Instead,
God’s influence would be felt beyond the birth,
mission, crucifixion, and resurrection of Jesus
through the ministrations of the Holy Spirit and
the consequent spread of Christianity and
growth in “the influence of Jesus” worldwide.30

Latourette saw evidence of the ministration of
the Holy Spirit in the role of Christianity and the
Church in promoting art, education, literature,
morals, democracy, literacy, pacifism, abolition-
ism, and internationalism. As William Speck has
observed, Latourette “ignore[d] the spiritual and
cultural arrogance underlying the missionary en-
terprise” and minimized “the damage missions
have done to foreign societies.” Moreover, La-
tourette was prone to identify God with the reli-
gious endeavors in which Latourette personally
participated.31 Despite these weaknesses in La-
tourette’s approach, his presidential address pro-
voked no debate within the pages of the American
Historical Review following its publication. But it
also failed to inspire a significant shift in Ameri-
can historical scholarship toward providential
interpretations.32

In part, providential history failed to catch
on because it proved untenable for many devout
Christians as well as for atheists. In 1950, the
Christian philosopher and writer C. S. Lewis
charged that historians who attempted to write
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God into history were “at the very best, wasting
their time.” He believed that “history is a story
written by the finger of God” but felt that for sev-
eral reasons humans lacked the faculties to per-
ceive that story. First, historians are prisoners of
the present who can glimpse the end of the world
only through prophecy and who do not even
know precisely “what stage in the journey we
have reached.” Lewis likened the providential
historian to a person arriving at the theater mid-
way through a play, with only a fragmentary
knowledge of what has gone before and no
knowledge of what lies ahead. Such a person
might easily “mistake a mere super [or extra] in
a fine dress for one of the protagonists.” Second,
humans notice only a portion of the events that
transpire and record an even smaller portion.
“Most of the experiences in ‘the past as it really
was’ were instantly forgotten by the subject him-
self.” Third, although humans record the things
they consider to be most important, there is no
guarantee that their assessments of importance
square with God’s criteria. Fourth, even the frag-
mentary records humans create are imperfectly
preserved. “Do you ever turn out an old drawer,”
queried Lewis, “without wondering at the sur-
vival of trivial documents and the disappearance
of those which everyone would have thought
worth preservation?”33

Butterfield, Dawson, and Latourette failed
to overcome the objections of critics like Lewis
and did not stimulate an outpouring of provi-
dential history. But their work, in tandem with
other forces, including the Cold War reaction
against all things Communist, did create a cli-
mate in the 1950s and 1960s in which historians
could openly relate their religious beliefs to their
historical questions and interpretations—a de-
cided advantage for scholars who desired to relate
God to history. In the words of Princeton histo-
rian E. Harris Harbison, it became “respectable”
to be a “scholar who is also a Christian.”34 In
1954, French historian Henri-Irénée Marrou con-
sidered the implications of Christian theology for

historical inquiry, particularly regarding Western
civilization, in De la connaissance historique.35 In
North America, Princeton University, where
Harris Harbison had once been dubbed the “de-
partmental Christian,” attracted a cadre of emi-
nent historians who reflected publicly on the im-
plications of their religious beliefs for their
scholarship.36 In addition to Harbison, who de-
livered a series of lectures on Christian views of
history in the 1950s drawing American audi-
ences’ attention to the work of Butterfield and
Neibuhr, his colleague Georges Florovsky ex-
plored the obligations of the Christian historian
to cautiously “attempt to reveal the actual course
of events in the light of his Christian knowledge
of man.”37 In 1962, another Princeton historian,
Arthur Link, published his ruminations on
“what it means to be a Christian as historian”
and “what it means to understand history as a
Christian.”38 Meanwhile, Jeffrey Russell, a young
historian at the University of New Mexico, and
Paul Ward, a senior historian at the Carnegie In-
stitute of Technology, made the case for a limited
integration of Christian commitment with histor-
ical writing and teaching, arguing that insights,
questions, and limited interpretations could le-
gitimately be shaped by the religious historians’
world view.39 But, Ward cautioned, “strong belief
on grounds of faith must be deliberately shelved
until after working hours.”40 

Harris Harbison’s moderate views regard-
ing the relationship of Christian belief to histori-
cal scholarship typify the cautious tenor of these
discussions. Harbison identified “the very
essence of a Christian understanding of history”
as “the strange paradox that God both reveals
and conceals Himself in history.” Thus, the spiri-
tual significance of history could not be “unam-
biguously clear” to any historian “as a human
being.” Noting the tendency of earlier genera-
tions to trace the history of God within institu-
tions such as the Roman Catholic Church or to
look for God’s hand in events from the miracles
of the saints to the outcomes of battles, Harbison
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instead believed that the Christian historian
should be marked by a more circumspect Christ-
ian “attitude toward history.” In his teaching and
writing he would manifest “the Christian’s re-
spect for human personality in general.” His work
would be morally relevant but not simplistic in
its moralizing. How would God enter into his in-
terpretations? “Where materialists may see mere
blind process, where rationalists may see evident
progress, he will see providence—a divine pro-
viding in both the conscious decisions and the un-
intended results of history, a purpose partly re-
vealed and partly concealed, a destiny . . . in which
human freedom and divine guidance complete
each other in some mysterious way.” He would
look for God in history with “a sense of ponder-
ing and wondering more than of either dogma-
tizing or doubting.”41

In his 1964 presidential address before the
American Society of Church History, Albert Out-
ler extended the case for including God in histor-
ical writing. Outler pointed to the tentative na-
ture of historical research, dependent as it is on
fragmentary records. Cautiously, he reminded
historians of the presence of pivotal yet almost
unbelievable “chance occurrences” in history
and the paradox that humans are rooted in na-
ture yet transcend it in their “self-consciousness
and freedom.” Could divine influence be the rea-
son behind these historical mysteries? While
Outler rejected “glib and always unverifiable”
claims of episodic divine intervention or special
providences, he argued that the mysteries and
surprises of history justified the inclusion of ref-
erences to pronoia, or “God’s total resourcefulness
in dealing with his human children” in histori-
ans’ accounts. Without offering examples of how
it was to be done, he claimed that history could
be justly interpreted in light of God’s compas-
sion, his redemptive love, and his decree that sin
and death would ultimately be subdued.42

In 1964, one seminarian disputed the gen-
eral consensus among Christian scholars that re-
ligion might help historians to understand hu-

man beings but that historians lacked the evi-
dence to trace God’s direct influence or special
providences. John Warwick Montgomery ar-
gued, as had Latourette, for more explicitly prov-
idential interpretations. A professor of church
history at Trinity Evangelical Divinity School and
a conservative Christian apologist, Montgomery
proposed the “Christian conception of history”
as a means of discovering “genuine meaning and
purpose in history.” Montgomery reflected, “Let
us suppose that the historical process were
known in its entirety by a God who created both
the process and the people who take a part in it.
Now if this were the case, and if that God entered
the human sphere and revealed to men the origin
and goal of the historical drama, the criteria for
significance and value in the process, the true na-
ture of the human participants in the drama, and
the ethical values appropriate to the process,
then, obviously, the question, ‘Where is history
going?’ could be successfully and meaningfully
answered. A gigantic If, you say. True, but this is
precisely the central contention of the Christian
religion.” Montgomery believed that the life of
Christ and the Biblical teachings, which were “to
be regarded as revealed truth,” held the keys to
historical interpretation. Although God’s judg-
mental hand was not always “transparent” it
could be discerned in light of Biblical principles
and foreshadowings, in developments from “the
fall of decadent Rome” to the “annihilation of the
demonic fascism of the Third Reich.”43

THE CONFERENCE ON FAITH AND
HISTORY AND THE CALVIN SCHOOL

OF HISTORIOGRAPHY

The interests of Montgomery and other
Christian scholars, particularly from an evangel-
ical tradition, led to the founding of the Confer-
ence on Faith and History in 1967 and the estab-
lishment of a new professional journal, Fides et
Historia. Initially the organization included many
history-minded ministers and seminarians. In fact,
Montgomery’s Christian apologetics, including
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his insistence upon Biblical inerrancy, were fre-
quently reviewed and defended in the journal
between 1970 and 1974.44 Some authors went be-
yond Montgomery in their providential claims.
For instance, Janette Bohi, a history professor at
the University of Wisconsin–Whitewater, argued
in an article in 1973 that “all events of history
[were] tied” to a three-pronged divine program:
“the preservation of moral law, the preaching of
the gospel, and a partiality to the Jew.” With
these purposes in mind and with the Bible and
prayer as “a source of instruction,” the Christian
historian could “dimly read God’s time chart.”45

However, some professional historians who
had joined the Conference on Faith and History,
hoping to nurture their religious convictions
without turning their backs on their historical
training, found “Montgomery’s apologetics an
embarrassment.”46 Their perspective on the writ-
ing of providential history closely resembled the
cautious views advanced by Harbison and others
a decade earlier, but it bore the imprint of Dutch
Reformed theology’s view of man. By the mid-
1970s these scholars had succeeded in affiliating
the Conference on Faith and History with the
American Historical Association and in reorient-
ing the nature of the scholarly dialogue in the
Conference’s journal. The journal’s editorial of-
fices moved to Calvin College, an institution sup-
ported by the Christian Reformed Church in
America. In time, these scholars’ brand of Chris-
tian history would come to be called “the Calvin
school of historiography.”47

Historians on the Calvin faculty who would
play a prominent role in shifting the focus of the
debate over Christian history included Frank C.
Roberts, George M. Marsden, Dirk W. Jellema,
Edwin J. Van Kley, Dale K. Van Kley, M. Howard
Rienstra, and Ronald A. Wells. C. T. McIntire, a
faculty member at the Institute for Christian
Studies (ICS) in Toronto (a graduate institution
rooted in the same Dutch Reformed tradition as
Calvin College), lent stature and energy to the
movement. McIntire gathered and edited essays

by eminent philosophers, theologians, and histo-
rians on providential history for publication by
Oxford University Press under the title God, His-
tory, and Historians: Modern Christian Views of His-
tory. The first book to emerge from the Calvin
school, containing chapters by many of the par-
ticipants, was A Christian View of History? (1975).
While the contributors believed that “biblical
revelation must be the starting point for the
Christian historian,” they were skeptical of the
“overassurance” of scholars such as Mont-
gomery or even Latourette who, they charged,
“play down the complexity and ambiguity of his-
tory and . . . emphasize the clarity of the divine
plan and purpose in events of the past . . . point-
ing out the good and evil forces within history.”
While they disparaged such “clear-cut or easy
answers” about God’s role in history they in-
sisted that “valuable things can be learned
through the study of history concerning God and
man and the way man ought to relate to his
neighbor.”48

Elaborating upon these generalities, one of
the editors, George Marsden, observed that the
Bible recorded God’s actions, but he argued
against the “traditional approach to Christian
history” in which writers such as Montgomery
extrapolated from biblical patterns and revela-
tions to explain the rest of history. Such writers
drew, for instance, upon the Old Testament theme
that “God visibly blesses men and nations who
serve him and punishes those who do not” in or-
der to conclude that the outcome of the American
Civil War, the fall of the Third Reich, or the de-
feat of the Spanish Armada were manifestations
of God’s judgment. Pointing out that the New
Testament provided an alternate pattern of di-
vine influence in which the righteous were told
to expect to suffer for their beliefs, Marsden ar-
gued against broadly applying principles from
one era to another. He contended instead that
“all we do know is that God has worked in our
history and is continuing to work, but outside of
biblical revelation we do not know clearly his
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precise purposes in permitting particular histori-
cal developments.” Marsden posited that the
Christian historian might admit divine influence
as a “possible causal explanation” because of his
belief in “the continuing active work of the Holy
Spirit,” but not to the exclusion of other causal
factors. Christian historians’ work would be dis-
tinguished largely by their biblically based views
concerning the nature of man. Thus, from a per-
spective of religious belief, the Christian scholar
might discuss the great gains in science and tech-
nology during the Enlightenment but also the
detrimental effects of substituting human reason
and science for revelation and religion. In short,
the Christian historian would “uncover man’s
self-deceptions” as well as his achievements.49

In 1984, four of the contributors to A Christ-
ian View of History? joined with four other schol-
ars in taking “another step in the development”50

of the Calvin school’s approach, producing His-
tory and Historical Understanding. While the arti-
cles in the volume varied in approach, they all
proceeded from the assumption that “the days
are gone when a Christian interpretation of his-
tory meant mainly telling about God in history,
looking for God’s action and judgment or the ad-
vance of his purposes.”51 As one of the contribu-
tors, Martin Marty, reminded readers, “Chris-
tians cannot meet the ordinary canons of critical
or analytical history when they make claims for
verification of a transcendent intrusion in the hu-
man past.”52 Embracing those canons, the au-
thors instead sought to show that religious peo-
ple who “view as important some details of the
picture that others overlooked as simply inciden-
tal”53 might make significant revisionist contri-
butions. While most of the authors approached
these issues in abstract terms, Dale Van Kley of-
fered a concrete example in a revisionist essay ar-
guing that religious ideology played an integral
role in the French Revolution, a political move-
ment that most scholars have viewed from a sec-
ular vantage point. 

After joining the history department at
Notre Dame, Marsden went on to more fully ar-
ticulate and refine the approach growing out of
his experiences at Calvin College in his 1997 clas-
sic, The Outrageous Idea of Christian Scholarship.
Whereas Harris Harbison had encouraged the
believing historian to at least wonder about di-
vine influences54 and whereas Marsden himself
had once felt it permissible for the Christian
scholar to identify divine action as a possible
causal factor, he now advised historians to en-
tirely avoid speculation about divine interven-
tion. “The very nature of spiritual reality is mys-
terious, so that we have only the most general
notions of its meanings,” he maintained. “One of
the most common mistakes of Christian thinkers
has been to fail to recognize the limits of their
own knowledge of the mysterious spiritual
realm. For instance, Christians have often con-
fused the belief that the Holy Spirit is working in
history and in our lives with the ability to tell
precisely how the Spirit works. That is the prob-
lem with many older providential views of his-
tory. Those who held such views had a com-
mendable sense of God’s active role in history,
but they also thought they could identify God’s
special providences.” Marsden believed that it
was “impossible to sort out” the divine from the
human in history; what could be known theolog-
ically was that “we are involved in a great spiri-
tual struggle between the forces of darkness and
light.” Taking this “most important” insight into
account, the Christian historian would arrive at
moral judgments based upon “critical Christian
thinking.”55

A fascinating early application of the ap-
proach advocated in A Christian View of History?
was a series of essays published in 1981 that ex-
amined America’s wars from the American Rev-
olution to the Vietnam War from a Christian per-
spective. Avoiding questions of divine will and
sovereignty, the authors focused instead upon
the morality of America’s wars. Having avoided
what they considered to be the temptation to
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play God by claiming to discern His hand, they
nevertheless attempted to judge men based upon
their understanding of God’s standards, giving
the book a distinctively religious tone. The con-
tributors were eight members of the Conference
on Faith and History—Ronald Wells, George
Marsden, Ralph Beebe, Ronald Rietveld, August
Cerillo Jr., Robert Bolt, Richard Pierard, and
Robert Clouse. Building upon Reinhold Neibuhr’s
characterization of God as a being “who laughs
at human pretensions without being hostile to
human aspirations,” they examined America’s
military involvements from the perspective of
biblically based standards of just war (or, in the
case of Beebe, of passivism). They judged that
“no American war was begun with a conscious
choice of evil” but they generally concluded that
America’s wars had been unjust, that Christians
had perverted religion to support militarism, and
that America’s martial spirit was rooted in its
“prior acceptance of [a] pretentious view of itself
and of its role in world history.”56

Ronald Wells, the editor of the foregoing
volume, ambitiously carried the Calvin College
agenda further, approaching Western civilization
generally from the Christian perspective in His-
tory through the Eyes of Faith (1989). Therein he
narrated and appraised historical developments
such as the Renaissance, the Enlightenment, and
the Scientific Revolution in light of Christian doc-
trine. The book is, on balance, a lively and engag-
ing interpretive study. Although writing prima-
rily for a Christian audience, Wells studiously
avoided speculation about God’s role in history,
aside from the life and Resurrection of Jesus, as if
his audience did not share his belief in a sover-
eign God. The history of Christianity occupied a
prominent place in Wells’s narrative, particularly
from the time of Christ through the Counter-Re-
formation. In many cases Wells sought to disa-
buse Christians of simplistic, theologically based
preconceptions of eras, institutions, or move-
ments, including the medieval church, the Dark
Ages, and the Protestant Reformation. In his dis-

cussions of political, economic, and intellectual
currents, his religious biases and judgmental at-
titudes particularly animated his discussion of
secularization: “Begun in the Renaissance and
completed in the Enlightenment was a steady
progression of human assertion that increasingly
marginalized the spiritual realm of human exis-
tence even as it emphasized the capacities and
capabilities of humankind.” Wells contended
that this “secular-scientific humanism” had “led
humankind down a blind alley.”57 In much of the
book, though, his desire “to avoid simple judg-
mentalism” produced what appeared to West-
minster Theological Seminary’s Darryl G. Hart to
be “fairly generic” surveys and “tepid” discus-
sions of the spiritual dimension in history.58

While the concessions made for the sake of
broad academic acceptance appeared to some to
be selling out, Wells, Marsden, and others in the
Calvin school did help to create a climate in
which historians could seriously study religious
convictions and supernatural experiences as phe-
nomena that “could not be wholly reduced to
naturalistic categories.” Their work provided a
rationale for rejecting reductionist assumptions
that “empirically demonstrable explanations are
the only, or even the most important, explana-
tions.” In their explanations, divine influence
remained a possibility in explaining religious
experience.59

In this climate, some Christian historians of
religion working in mainstream academic set-
tings and publishing in mainline venues made
the case for moving even further in their claims
of spiritual and supernatural realities. Jeffrey
Burton Russell of the University of California at
Santa Barbara, for instance, argued that by dis-
cerning patterns in human experiences with the
supernatural (visions of heaven, encounters with
Satan) over the centuries, one could attain the
“surest truth available to us in this world.”60 The
truths arrived at would not be absolute, but their
general tendencies would probably be reliable.
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The arguments of Marsden and others for
relating Christian belief to historians’ central
questions, assumptions, and models also yielded
important exploratory work. In History and the
Christian Historian (1998), thirteen scholars re-
lated Christian perspectives, or “angle[s] of vi-
sion,” to historiographic currents such as
women’s history and to influential historical par-
adigms rooted in movements such as multicul-
turalism and postmodernism.61 For instance, in
“Men, Women, and God: Some Historiographical
Issues,” Margaret L. Bendroth traced the emer-
gence of feminist scholarship and the “subjective,
personal engagement” of many feminist scholars
with their approach. She then asked what Chris-
tian historians, who also bring a personal en-
gagement to their subject, can learn from femi-
nist historians about preachiness, ghettoization,
and attempts to forge dialogue with historians of
labor, race, art, and other fields.62 C. Stephen
Evans drew upon postmodern theory in arguing
that the “‘modern’ intellectual assumptions
about the supernatural that we have inherited
from the Enlightenment,” including a rejection of
the possibility of miracles, are assumptions that
are not universally shared. Indeed, he pointed
out, “traditional religious beliefs, including be-
lief in the supernatural” are common in Asia,
Africa, and Latin America and among the poor.63

EVANGELICAL BACKLASH AND
ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES

Despite the useful perspectives and work
arising from the Calvin school’s approach, some
evangelical historians found its products bland
and difficult to distinguish from the work of sec-
ular historians. Darryl Hart, a church historian,
contended that the label “Christian history” had
been misappropriated by Marsden and others.
At its core, Christian history is the story of God’s
dealings from the “first to the last Adam,” and
conflating it with “narratives of the United
States, ethnic groups, or Western civilization,” in
order to sell Christian history to a secular audi-

ence, simply “distract[s] from the grander his-
tory of salvation.”64 Peter Russell of Fircroft Col-
lege in England identified other liabilities of such
an approach. First, the argument that God is
present but that His actions cannot be discerned
runs the risk of making not only discussions of
God but the very concept of God peripheral to
human existence. Second, the Calvin model com-
pels believers to privatize their faith, restricting
their ability to fulfill faith-based obligations to
“witness” for God.65 As Donald Yerxa and Karl
Giberson explain, this creates “an incoherence
between the commitments of one’s discipline and
one’s faith.”66 Richard Lovelace, a historical the-
ologian rather than an “academic historian,”
found the questions that Marsden asks to be in-
sufficient: the study of the past is not spiritually
fulfilling, he charged, if it stops short of asking,
“Was it Christian or not? Was it renewal, or was
it a blind alley that led nowhere?”67

In light of these objections to the Calvin
school’s approach, it is not surprising that other
approaches to writing about God in history have
been explored in recent decades. Writing outside
the American-Canadian tradition, in 1979 David
W. Bebbington of the University of Stirling in
Scotland argued that a Christian can “put his vi-
sion of the historical process into his writing,” a
vision that might encompass not only God’s gen-
eral superintendence of the world’s history but
also His direct intervention in minute details.
Bebbington warned against overgeneralization,
insisted that the historian must also recognize
natural causes and human agency, and acknowl-
edged that historians lack “the inspiration that
gave the biblical historians their special insight.”
While acknowledging the need for humility be-
cause the historian is “a fallible human being
who can speak only with diffidence beyond his
own experience,” Bebbington nevertheless
thought it to be inconsistent for the believer with
“personal experience of the intervention of God”
in his life to suppress the urge “to discern it in
the world as well.” Bebbington thought that it
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was reasonable to suggest supernatural influence
when “the expected course of events [is] diverted
in a way which accords with the character of God
as the author of peace.”68 He used the example of
a Puritan writer, Richard Baxter, who attributed
to divine mercy the peaceful disbanding of the
English Army following the restoration of
Charles II, notwithstanding the army’s history of
conquest, murder, and disregard for civil liber-
ties. While historians would be remiss if they did
not recognize “the role of individuals” and “cir-
cumstances” as causal factors, “he will also wish
to acknowledge, like Baxter, God’s merciful part
in the process.” The believing historian might
also look for “the characteristic divine tactic of
bringing good out of evil,” as in the case of the
fourteenth-century plagues, which contributed
to a better standard of living for surviving labor-
ers.69 While such conclusions could not be
proved definitively, they could be presented as
plausible scenarios to audiences who shared the
author’s belief in God.

Bebbington admitted that appeals to super-
natural explanations would be unpersuasive to
most nonbelievers. In writing for a more general
audience, believing historians could “discern
God at work in the past without necessarily writ-
ing of him there.” Their work would still be con-
sonant with their faith, Bebbington asserted, if it
reflected the moral sensibility of a Christian.70

In 1981 W. Stanford Reid, a history profes-
sor at the University of Guelph, likewise argued
that historians could know more of divine prov-
idence than Marsden or Wells allowed. Reid
maintained that the concept of the “kingdom of
God”—composed of “the whole of the divine re-
demptive work in the world” and including reli-
gious conversion, the Christian church, and the
righteous endeavors of the converted—was “the
key” to understanding sacred history. In a man-
ner reminiscent of Latourette, Reid cited Chris-
tianity’s influence upon the Roman Empire in the
fourth and fifth centuries, the church as a force
for civilization in the Middle Ages, the Protestant

Reformation, abolitionism, the involvement of
Christians in the British labor movement in the
nineteenth century, and the missionary endeav-
ors of Christians worldwide as evidence of God’s
redemptive work. Movements rooted in the
church or in Christian teachings that promoted
dignity and freedom reflected God’s influence.
He posited, too, that God’s hand could be seen in
the fall of corrupt civilizations.71

In 2002, Donald A. Yerxa, a history professor
at Eastern Nazarene College, agreed with Mars-
den that “believing historians” would “violate
the methods of critical history”72 by introducing
God into their work. As historians they are lim-
ited by the canons of their profession to evidence
that is accessible to all other investigators. But
why must historians claim that “critical history
exhausts what can meaningfully be said about
the past”? Yerxa advised historians to “engage
theologians and philosophers in a more specula-
tive level of transdisciplinary discussion” regard-
ing God’s role in the past. The result would be in-
terdisciplinary rather than strictly historical. For
instance, historians might move beyond the
canons of their discipline to consider the implica-
tions for their own work of the “risk view of
providence” coming out of relational theology. In
developing this view, philosopher and theolo-
gian John Sanders had proposed a theological
model that historians might benefit from explor-
ing: he posited a “genuine give and take between
God and humans” in which God rejects micro-
management of history in favor of “willing peo-
ple [who might fail] to become collaborators in
achieving the divine project.”73

Yerxa’s consideration of relational theology
and interdisciplinary dialogue, Reid’s experi-
mentation with the concept of “the Kingdom” as
a key to sacred history, and Bebbington’s argu-
ments for providential explanations of historical
surprises demonstrate the enduring allure of
providential history. As long as Christians pro-
fess God’s sovereignty and glimpse His hand in
their personal lives, many will wonder about
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God’s role in the broader sweep of history. Yet in
the absence of prophets to point the way, they
will be forced to extrapolate from general biblical
patterns and principles, to be content with docu-
menting the role of religion and religious senti-
ment in history, or to limit themselves to cri-
tiquing assumptions and behavior on the basis of
morals or theology.

CONCLUSION

As the foregoing survey has shown, the ob-
stacles to writing providential history, even for
those who are convinced that God is integrally
involved in human affairs, are generally over-
whelming in the absence of modern revelation.
As much as we desire to know God’s purposes,
“Knowledge of providence comes through inspi-
ration to prophets. . . . We don’t get there through
study, as scholars,” cautions C. John Som-
merville, a historian at the University of
Florida.74 On the basis of historical methodology
alone, Arthur Link reflected, “It is not given to
me to say, ‘Thus saith the Lord.’ This is the
prophet’s word.”75 As George Marsden observed
in 1975, through “biblical revelation” one may
ascertain God’s “precise purposes in permitting
particular historical developments,” but Christ-
ian historians generally recognize nothing dating
since the biblical era that resembles the revela-
tions of the Old and New Testaments.76 David
Bebbington dryly observed that modern histori-
ans “cannot write history in the manner, say, of
the writer of the Second Book of Kings” because
they lack “the inspiration that gave the biblical
historians their special insight.”77

Revelation would change the equation dra-
matically, these Christian writers acknowledge,
opening avenues for inquiry in many directions.
Providential history might be written with “the
special revelation God gave to the apostles and
through the risen Christ,” noted Darryl Hart.78

C. S. Lewis decried the idea that humans, “by the
use of their natural powers,” could discern God’s
hand in history but admitted that if a writer “had

asked me to accept it on the grounds that it had
been shown him in a vision, that would be an-
other matter. . . . His claim (with supporting evi-
dence in the way of sanctity and miracles) would
not be for me to judge.”79

In Latter-day scripture and prophetic dis-
course Latter-day Saints possess an array of in-
spired sources that other Christian historians
have only dreamed of. The prophetic statements
in the Book of Mormon on American and world
history, the revelations to Joseph Smith and other
prophets in the Doctrine and Covenants and the
Pearl of Great Price, and the statements of mod-
ern prophets and apostles provide a wide range
of sources for Latter-day Saint interpretation of
providential history. These sources both enrich
and complicate the work of the thoughtful Latter-
day Saint historian. Such sources are not recog-
nized as valid beyond the Latter-day Saint com-
munity and would therefore be unconvincing as
evidence of God’s purposes and influence in arti-
cles and books written for a mainstream audi-
ence. But when a Latter-day Saint historian
writes to fellow Saints, these additional sources
are most relevant, facilitating exploration of
questions about God’s intent and views that can-
not be explored as fully using the Bible alone. 

The experiences and perspectives of those
whose work is surveyed in this chapter serve as
reminders that even the most faith-filled histori-
ans operate without the prophetic mantle. Thus
our natural tendencies as humans toward over-
simplification, intellectual laziness, and ethno-
centrism, coupled with our finite, temporal per-
spectives and our incomplete historical record,
necessitate moderation and caution in writing
about God in history. As David Bebbington rec-
ommends, natural forces, “circumstances,” and
human agency must also be given their due in
historical explanations.80 Even with the insights
of modern revelation, Latter-day Saints should
not play God by claiming to know more of His
ways that we can truly ascertain. N. T. Wright, a
New Testament scholar, offers valuable counsel
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that applies to all Christians who hope to
glimpse God through history: “One of the key
words [in interpreting history] is Paul’s little
word perhaps, which he uses in Philemon. . . .
‘Perhaps this is why Onesimus was parted from
me for a while, so that you could have him back
not just as a slave but as a brother’ (Philemon 15).
When Christians try to read off what God is do-
ing even in their own situations, such claims al-
ways have to carry the word perhaps about with
them as a mark of humility and of the necessary
reticence of faith. That doesn’t mean that such
claims can’t be made, but that they need to be
made with a ‘perhaps’ which is always inviting
God to come in and say, ‘Well, actually, no.’”81

Because of the variety and complexity of
Latter-day scripture and prophetic discourse,
Wright’s advice regarding cautious interpreta-
tion applies to Latter-day Saints in their use of
modern revelation just as it does to Christians
generally in their extrapolation from sacred
records. Even inspired accounts of fundamental
instances of divine intervention such as the First
Vision and the restoration of the Melchizedek
Priesthood emphasize divergent elements and
defy simplistic synthesis.82 This being the case, it
is only natural that in some matters that are less
central and doctrinally fundamental, the record
is even more diverse and complex. As was the
case in biblical times, modern apostles and
prophets are inspired seers and revelators but
also human beings who bear the imprint of their
own cultures, backgrounds, and personalities;
they sometimes speak, as Elder Bruce R. Mc-
Conkie candidly observed, “with a limited un-
derstanding” and obtain truth “line upon line
and precept upon precept.”83 The careful histo-
rian will be sensitive to nuances and differences
of opinion within prophetic discourse as well as
change over time in an inspired individual’s rhet-
oric and views, bearing in mind Elder Mc-
Conkie’s description of the sometimes incremen-
tal nature of the revelatory process. Not all
documents will be equally useful. Viewpoints

that defy conventional wisdom or cultural
norms, official statements, or articulations of a
broad consensus on the part of apostles and
prophets may deserve particular attention.
Building as Kenneth Latourette and Stanford
Reid have done upon the insight that God’s re-
demptive purposes are central, the history of
what Reid calls the “Kingdom” may be the most
fruitful field for those aspiring to write providen-
tial history. Even with the benefit of the rich
sources available to them, Latter-day Saint histo-
rians will still see through a glass darkly and par-
tially. But they will see far more than would oth-
erwise be possible. 
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